CONTINUOUS SELECTIONS WITH
NONMETRIZABLE RANGE
BY

H. H. CORSON(i) AND J. LINDENSTRAUSS(2)

1. Introduction. Let X and L be topological spaces and let cp be a map from
X to 2L the space of all nonempty subsets of L. A continuous function / from X
to L is said to be a continuous selection for <j>if f'x) e ^>(x)for every x e X. The
notion of continuous selection was introduced and studied in detail by E. Michael
(cf. [10], [11], [12] and the references there). We shall consider here only mappings
<p which are lower semicontinuous
(l.s.c), that is, mappings for which
{x: </>(x)n V # 0} is an open subset of X for every open subset V of L. This is
a natural restriction on (p since, as observed in [10], it is a necessary condition
for the existence of selections for cpwhich take at a given point x0 e X a preassigned
value y0 in <pix0). If L is metrizable (or even only first countable) and X is the
one point compactification of the integers, then it is easily seen that every l.s.c.
map 4>from X to 2L admits a continuous selection. It is also easily seen that
this is no longer the case if L is not first countable. This simple observation is the
main reason for the difficulties encountered in proving and applying selection
theorems with a nonmetrizable range.
Selection theorems are in an obvious way generalizations of extension theorems.
An extension problem is a selection problem in which </>(x)is, for every xeX,
either a single point or the whole space L. In the introduction of [10] Michael
pointed out that the main result of his selection theory is the fact that most of
the known extension theorems can be slightly changed and essentially generalized
to suitable selection theorems. The known extension theorems for functions from
a topological space X to a topological linear space L fall into two classes. One
class of these theorems states that under various normality conditions on X every
continuous function from a closed subset X0 of X into a metrizable locally convex
space L (or only into a Banach or a separable Banach space) can be extended
to a continuous function from X to L. The paper [10] is devoted to the proofs
and applications of selection theorems which correspond to these extension

theorems.
In the second class of extension theorems the main assumption is the metrizability of the domain X rather than the range L. The main result in this direction,
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due to Dugundji [5], states that if X is metrizable and if X0 is a closed subset
of X, then every continuous function / from X0 to a locally convex space L can
be extended to a continuous function £ from X to L so that £(X) is contained
in the convex hull of/(X0). The purpose of this paper is to prove selection theorems
which correspond to this extension theorem.
The main question which arises in this connection is the following. For which
metric spaces X and linear spaces (or subsets of linear spaces) L, is it true
that every l.s.c. map <pfrom X to 2L, for which cpix) is closed and convex for
every xeX, admits a continuous selection? The assumption that </>(x)is closed
and convex for every x is a natural one (it is through the convexity assumption
that the linear structure of L enters into the selection problem) and, as Michael
showed in [10], it is also an unavoidable assumption.
It seems unlikely, in view of the many different situations which arise, that it is
possible to characterize in a reasonable manner all pairs of X and L for which
the above selection theorem is valid. The results we prove in this paper (together
with the examples) give, however, a reasonably good understanding of the general
situation. It turns out that the selection theorem holds for nonmetrizable linear
spaces L only if their topology is sufficiently weak. For example, if we take a
Banach space in the weak (m>)topology then in general no continuous selection
exists but it is often possible to take a still weaker topology than the w-topology
and thereby obtain a Hausdorff locally convex space for which the selection
theorem holds (if X is separable and complete). Thus in order to obtain selection
theorems for the more common linear topological spaces one has to restrict
the attention to topological spaces L which are compact sets in linear spaces
rather than whole linear spaces. Examples show also that the selection theorem
may fail if L is a general compact set in a locally convex space. The right setting
for the selection theorems seems to be the situation where L is a w-compact set
in a Banach space.
We state now a special case of our selection theorem which exhibits the essential
points of the more general result. Let (p be a l.s.c. map from a separable metric
space X to the space of nonempty subsets of an Hilbert space H (H need not be
separable and it is taken in the w-topology). Assume that <p(x) is closed and
convex for every xeX and that \JxeX<l>(x) is bounded. Then qb admits a continuous selection. This selection theorem is a consequence of a selection theorem
of Michael and the fact (proved in [3]) that the space of the w-continuous functions from a separable metric space X to a nonseparable Hilbert space is a
Lindelöf space in the topology of pointwise convergence.
The selection theorems are stated and proved in the beginning of §2. Next we
show that the assumptions implying the existence of a continuous selection also
imply that the continuous selections form a dense subset of the set of all Borel
selections. (For a precise definition of this notion see the discussion preceding
Theorem 2.4.) §2 ends with some applications of our results. We indicate how
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some facts concerning linear operators between C(/Q spaces, which were proved
(in [1], [12]) for compact metric K by using Michael's theorems, can be extended
to some nonmetrizable compact K by applying the selection theorems proved here.
In §3 we give examples which show the role of the various assumptions in the
selection theorems of §2. One of the examples in §3 answers a problem raised

by Michael [12].
Our notations and terminology are standard (taken from [6], [7]). We use also
the notations given in the introduction of the preceding paper [3]. We recall
that we consider linear spaces over the reals (this assumption is used only in the

applications, Theorems 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8).
2. Selection theorem. We pass now to the statements
selection theorems.

and proofs

of the

Theorem 2.1. Let F be a discrete space and let X be a paracompact topological
space such that every point x in X has a neighborhood which is a continuous
image of a complete separable metric space ie.g. X may be any locally compact
metric space). Let cp be a l.s.c. map from X to 2 o(r) such that </>(x)is a compact
convex inonempty) subset of C0'T) for every xeX. Then <padmits a continuous
selection.

Proof. We assume first that X itself is a continuous image of a complete separable metric space. Let {T^^n denote the set of all countable subsets of T, and
order O. by inclusion (i.e., a > ß iff Tx =>Tß). For every a e Q, let Px be the canonical
projection from C0(T) onto C0(T)ITX, and put

Fx = {f:fe

CpiX, C0iF)), Pa/(x) e Pa«^(x) for every x}.

Suppose we knew that f^Pa # 0- We claim that every member of this intersection is a continuous selection for <p.Indeed, let fe f\£a and let x0 e X. There is
an a0 e Q. such that Pao/(x0) = /(x0). For every a > a0 we have that
/(x0) = Pxf(xj) = Pxyx for some yx e 4>(x0). Since <p'x0) is compact the net
{ya}x>a0 nas a subnet converging to some y0e<p(x0). It is clear that y0 =/(x0)
and hence /(x0) e (p(x0).

Thus we have only to prove that Ç\<tFx=£0. Since CpiX,C0(T)) is a Lindelöf
space (Theorem 2.2 of [3]) and every Ftt is closed, it is enough to show that
P)f= i Fat ï4 0 f°r every sequence {a¡}" , in Q. Let a e Q satisfy a > a¡ for every i.
Then PxjPx = PXt and hence Fx <=p],°i , FXi. Therefore we have only to prove
that Fx # 0 for every a.
Let a eil We can clearly identify C0ÍT)irx with C0ÍTj) and thus consider

CoiT)IFx as a subset of Cp'rj).

The mapping <px:X->2Cp(ra) defined by

(¡)xix)= Px(pix) is l.s.c. and for every x e X, </>a(x)is a (nonempty) convex and
closed (even compact) subset of CP(TJ. Since X is paracompact and Cp'Tj) is a
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complete metrizable locally convex space, <j>a
admits a continuous selection / by
a theorem of Michael [10, Theorem 3.2"]. We have that, for every x eX,
/WePiWcC0(r)/r,cC0(r),
and hence PJix)=f'x)ePx<pix).
This concludes the proof if X is a continuous image of a complete separable metric
space.
Let now X be a general space satisfying the assumption of the theorem. Then
X has a locally finite open covering by sets {Gß}ß, Bsuch that each Gß is a continuous image of a complete separable metric space. Let cp be a l.s.c. map from
X to 2 Co(r)such that </>(x)is convex compact for every x. By what we have already
proved there is for every ß e B a continuous function fß from Gß to C0(T) such
that fß(x)e<l>'x) if xeGß. Let i^ß}ßeB be a partition of unity subordinate to the
covering {Gß}ße B. The function fix) = ~Lß^/ßix)fß(x) is a continuous selection

for <j>.
If, in Theorem 2.1, the range of <pis contained in a compact subset of C0(T)
then Theorem 2.3 of [3] enables us to weaken somewhat the assumptions on X.
Theorem 2.2. Let T be a discrete space and let Xbea paracompact topological
space such that every xeX has a neighborhood which is a continuous image
of a separable metric space. Let <f>be a l.s.c. map from X to 2Co(r) such that,
for every xeX, ^>(x) is a compact convex set. Assume also that for every x there
is an open set Gx containing
a continuous selection.

x such that [\JzeG„ <p(z) is compact. Then <padmits

Proof. As the last part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows, it is easy to pass from
the local situation to the global one. Hence, without loss of generality, we may
assume that X itself is a continuous image of a separable metric space and that
L=\JxeX<t>(x)is a compact subset of C0'T). Let {rjaenand
Px be the same as in
the proof of Theorem 2.1. Put L = {JxeSiPxL. Lis also a compact subset of C0(T).
Indeed, let {P„vyv} be a net in L iyveL for every v). By the compactness of L

there is for every y e T a number Xysuch that | y(v) | < ky for every yeL. Hence
L and therefore L is contained in the compact space II = TlyerE —^»¿y]. Let
{PXv-yv-} be a subnet of {PXJV}such that yv. converges to some point yeL and
P*v' JV converges to some point y0 e fj. For every y e T we have that y0iy) = 0 or
y oil) = yiy)- Consequently y0 = PXoyfor some a0 e Í2 and hence y0 e L.
We now proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. We have only to replace
the space CP(X, C0iT)) used there by the space CpiX, L) which is a Lindelöf space

by Theorem 2.3 of [3].
The following special case of Theorem 2.2 seems to be the most useful result
for applications.
Corollary
2.3. Let X satisfy the same assumptions as in Theorem 2.2. Let
K be a w-compact set in the Banach space Lpip), 1 ;_ p < oo (p an arbitrary
measure), or a w*-compact set in LOT(p)(with p a-finite). Then every l.s.c. map
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<£:X->2K such that ^>(x) is closed (nonempty) and convex for every x admits
a continuous selection (X is taken in the w resp. w*-topology).

Proof. Use Theorem 2.2 and the discussion following Theorem 2.3 of [3].
Our next aim is to state the selection theorems in a slightly stronger form.
It is clear that once a selection theorem is proved it ensures in general not only
the existence of one continuous selection but the existence of many such selections.
In [10] and [11] Michael gave some results elaborating this point. Here we want
to prove another result in this direction which, we feel, might be useful in applying
the selection theorems. Our result can be stated briefly as follows : The continuous
selections are dense in the Borel selections. In order to make this statement precise
we have, of course, to specify the selection problem which we consider, the notion
of a Borel selection, and in particular, the topology in which density is proved.
There are many possibilities for choosing the setting and a suitable topology;
we state here only one such result.
Let X be a separable metric space and let L = Lpip) for some 1 < p < oo and
some measure p. Let Sw be the unit cell of L in the w-topology. A function
g: X -> Sw is called a Borel function if g * (F) is a Borel set in X for every open
subset V of S w.Let p be a finite regular Borel measure on X and let g : X -*■Sw
be a Borel function. The integral ¡xg dp is the unique point yeL for which
y*iy) = íxy*igix))dpíx)
for every y* in L*. Let 0:X->2swbe
a l.s.c. map such
that <j>(x)is a closed convex (nonempty) set for every xe X. By á^we denote the class
of all Borel selections of 4>,i.e., all Borel functions g:X->Swsuch thatgíx)e<¡>íx)
for every x. The class of all continuous selections of tp will be denoted by %'$.
With these notations we have

Theorem 2.4. Let T be the map from &$ to L defined by Tg = $xgdp. Then
T%'4 is norm dense in Têê^.

Proof. T#0 is clearly a convex subset of T@¿ and therefore if T€^ # YW^
there would exist a y*eL* with | y* | = 1, an e > 0 and ag0e^
such that, for
every/e^,

(2.1)

j

y*ifix))dpix) + e £ j y*(iToM)dp(x).

The real-valued function y*(g0(x)) is a bounded Borel function on X and hence
it is a uniform limit of simple Borel functions (i.e. Borel functions with a finite
range). Let o > 0 and put Và = {y: yeL,|y*(y)|
< o}. By the regularity of p
there are closed subsets {/£,}?= 1 in X and points {yf}?=1 in Sw such that

(i)

Ktr\Kj = 0

if i #7,

(ii)

goix)-y¡eVa

ifxeK¡,

(iii)

|p| (*~Û K)<3
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(|p|(^4) denotes the variation of p on the set A). We define now <j>0:X->2S%V
by

tpix)n(yt + Vj)

Mx) = \ (¡>ix)

ifxeK,,
H

if xeX ~ [JKi.

It is easily checked that <p0is l.s.c. and that every <p0ix) is closed convex and
nonempty. By Corollary 2.3 4>0 admits a continuous selection, / say. Clearly

/e if, and
/.

y*ifix)-goix))dpix)\

= Î

í \y*ifix)-g0íx))\d\p\íx)

¡=1 JKi

+ I

i\y*ig0ix))\ + \y*ifix))\)d\P\ix)

n

= I 2o|p|(K/)4-2|p|(X~
i —i

U/L.) = 2<5|p|| 4-2Ó

and this contradicts (2.1) if S < e/2( | p | 4-1).
For the application of our selection theorems we need the following lemma
which is proved in [4].
Lemma 2.5. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space. Then the unit cell of
C(X)* in the w*-topology is affinely homeomorphic to a subset of C0'T)for
some discrete T if and only if K is homeomorphic to a subset of C0(T) for
some discrete T.
It follows from Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.5 that the following stronger version
of a result of Michael [12] is true.

Theorem 2.6. Let K, be a compact subset of C0'T) for some discrete spaceT
and let K2 be a compact metric space. Assume that there is a continuous open
map \¡i from K, onto K2. Then there exists a linear operator T from CÍK,)

into CiK2) such that

(2.2)

inf/[^- »ikj] = Tf (fc)= sup/ty - %)]

for every keK2 and fe C'K,).
Michael [12] proved this result under the assumption that K, is compact
metric. The proof given in [12] works also in the present, more general, situation
if Theorem 2.2 is used instead of Michael's selection theorem. We shall show
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in the next section that Theorem 2.6 may fail to hold if K, is a general compact
Hausdorff space.
The theorems of this section can also be used for obtaining some additional
information concerning the main result of [1]. We present here two results in this
direction. The proofs are very similar to that of Theorem 1 of [1]. We omit the

details.
Proposition 2.7. Let K, be a compact subset of C0(T)for some discrete space
T and let K2 be a compact metric space. Denote by S(K,,K2) the set of all

linear operators T from C(K,) to C(K2) with ¡TW g 1. Let T0eSiK„K2).
Then T0 is an extreme point of S(K„K2)

(2.3)

if and only if T0 is of the form

TJik) = Mk)fMk)), keK2,

where \¡/eC(K2,K,)

and keC'Kj)

feCÍK,)

with \l'k)\ = I for every keK2.

Proposition
2.8. Let K, and K2 be compact Hausdorff spaces, and assume
that K2 is separable 'i.e. has a dense countable subset). Denote by WiK,,K2)
the set of all linear weakly compact operators T from CÍK,) to C(K2) with

¡TW =1. Let T0 eWÍK„K2). Then T0 is an extreme point of WiK„K2) if
and only if T0 is of the form (2.3).
Remark. It is easily seen that every u -compact T0 of the form (2.3) is compact.
It is likely that Propositions 2.7 and 2.8 hold for all compact Hausdorff K, and
K2. Proposition 2.8 can be proved, for metrizable K2, by using Theorem 2.2
ÍCÍK,)* is Li(p) for some measure p). However, it is easy to reduce the problem
to a selection problem with a metrizable range, and so the selection theorem of
Michael suffices for this purpose.
3. Examples. The purpose of the first half of this section is to examine the
necessity of the various assumptions in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
(1) Theorem 2.1 does no longer hold (even for countable T) if we weaken the
assumption that 4>(x) is compact convex for every x by assuming only that qb(x)
is closed and convex. To see this, take as T the integers N and let X = [0,1].
Order the rational points in X into a sequence r„ and put

{y: yeC0(N),

4>ix)= i t

jy:yeC0(JV),

|y(i)|

.

|y(i)|

= 1, i = 1,2,--}

.

g 1, i - 1,2,-,yin)

if x is irrational,

n

= ^jiíx

= rn.

It is easily checked that (p is l.s.c, and that tp(x) is closed convex and bounded for
every x. (p does not admit a continuous selection. Indeed, assume that
/ : X -> C0iN) is continuous and that fix) e (p(x) for every x. Then there is an
open interval I, around r, such that |/(x)(l) | _ 1/4 if xe I,. Let n2 > n, = 1
be such that r„2el,. There is an open interval I2<=I, around r„2 such that
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| f (x)(n2)| ^ 1/4 if xe I2. Continuing in this manner we get a sequence of integers
1 = n1<n2<n3<
■■•and a sequence of intervals I,z3l2^I3-such that
|/(*)(n*)| = 1/4 if xe Ik. Let x0epj~=1 Ik then /(x0) has an infinite number
of coordinates = 1/4 and this contradicts the assumption that /(x0) e C0(/V).
This example is a variant of Example 6.2 of Michael [10].
We shall now give examples which show that if we consider l.s.c. mappings
<pinto the compact convex subsets of a Banach space in the w-topology, there
may be no selection for <j>if \jx<l>(x) is not contained in a w-compact set. In, fact
even if X = N*, the one point compactification of the integers, and (/>(x)is norm
compact and convex for every x, Corollary 2.3 may fail to hold if K is not wcompact:

(2) Let us consider the map <p:N*-* 2h defined by
«/,(„)= {y:y = (yi,y2,-,y„,l/2,0,0,-),

¿ |^| ^ 1/2}
i =i

if n e N and 0(oo) = {0} (co denotes the point in N* ~ N). In lt a sequence converges w to 0 iff it converges in norm to 0. Hence <pdoes not have a continuous
selection. Clearly <j>(n)is convex and norm compact for every n. Let us verify
that (p is l.s.c. if we take in I, the w-topology. Let uJ=(u{,uJ2,---), j = l,---,k
be elements in /«,. We have to show that there exists an integer n0 such that for
n> n0 there is a ye (pin) with |(u,?,y)| = | 2/"(y¡| Ú 1 for every j. Denote by

ip'n) the set {y.y = (y1,y2,-,y„,0,0,-),

1,11 \yt\ Ú 1/2}, and let T:l,^Rk

be defined by Typ") = (uJ,y), j = !,•••,k.

Since Ti¡/(n,) cTi¡/ín2)

if n,<n2,

it follows by the compactness of lj„T«Kn) that there is an n0suchthat, for every
n > n0 and y e ipin), there is y0 e tK«o) such that

(3.1)

|ry,y0)-0^)1

= 1,

j = l,2,-,k.

Let now n > n0 and take y = (0,0,---,0,l/2,0,---)
(1/2 in the (« 4- l)th place
and all other coordinates are 0) and let y0 e ^(n0) satisfy (3.1). Then y=y—y°e 4>'ri)
and | (u J,y) | _: 1 for every j.
(3) In the example just described, all the </>(«)are contained in the unit cell of I,.
If 1 < p < co, then every w-closed and bounded subset of lp is w-compact. Consequently, in order to construct a l.s.c. tj>: N* -> 2'", with </>(«)compact convex
for every n, which does not admit a continuous selection, U¡?=i </>(«)must be

unbounded. Take, for example, p = 2 and define <p: N* -» 2,2by

<Kn)=[y:y

= iyi,y2,-,y„,n,0,0,-),

Í^y¡\2in2}

andlet </>(oo)= {0}. If we take the w-topology in l2, then <j>is l.s.c. (cf. Lemma 3.1
below) but <pdoes not have a continuous selection.
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We turn now to selections with range in a w*-compact set of a conjugate Banach
space. The mapping </>
: N* -» 2'1 of example (2) can also be considered as a mapping
<j>:N*->2h"=2l°° (we embed I, canonically in I**). The mapping 0 is l.s.c. (we
take in I* the w*-topology), <p(x) is closed and convex for every xeN*, and
\_)„$in) is contained in the w*-compact unit cell of I*. Since $ does not have
a continuous selection we see that Corollary 2.3 does not hold if K is an arbitrary
w*-compact set. Actually, the corollary does not hold even for K the unit cell of
(Li(p))* in the w*-topology if p is not er-finite (thus the u-finiteness assumption
in the statement of the corollary cannot be discarded). In fact, every w*-compact
set can be embedded (affinely and topologically) in the unit cell of IJiT) = /i(r)*
if T is a discrete set of a sufficiently large cardinality.
We now consider the question of the necessity of the assumptions on X in
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. We do not know whether the completeness assumption in
Theorem 2.1 is necessary. The assumption of the local separability of X in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 is essential as the following example shows.
(4) Let H be a Hubert space having an orthonormal basis of cardinality Hv
We denote a fixed basis of// by {ex}, where a ranges over all the ordinals less than
the first uncountable ordinal Q. Let X be the subspace of H consisting of the points
ejn (a < Q, n— 1,2, •••) and 0. We take in X the metric induced on it by the norm
of H. X is a complete metric space and Ois the only nonisolated point in it. Let
Sw be the unit cell of H in the w-topology. For every infinite ordinal a < Q we
order the set {ß:ß < a} into a sequence and denote this sequence by ß,,x,ß2<x---.
Define <p:X->2sw by

{0}

if x = 0 or x = ejn with a a finite ordinal,

</>(*)=
\ea,eßn<jj\ if x = ejn with a an infinite ordinal,

where \u,v] denotes the closed segment joining the points u and v.
We show that <pis lower semicontinuous, i.e., that for every w-neighborhood
V of 0 in Sw there is an n0 such that <p(ejri) n V ?* 0 for every a < Q and every
n > n0. Let ai,a2,---,at be ordinals< £2and let n0bean integer such that ai=ßmaj
with m < n0 whenever a¡ < a¡ (1 ^ i, j ^ k) and a} is infinite. Let a be an in-

finite ordinal < Í2 and let n > n0. If a # aj,j = 1, ■■■,kthen
exe<p'exln)r\{u:ueSw,

(u,ex)

= 0,j

= l,---,k}.

If a = aj for some j ^ k then by the choice of n0
eßntte<p'exln)r\{u:ueSv',iu,exj)

This shows that <pis l.s.c.
The map <j>does not admit a continuous

= 0,j = l,---,k}.

selection. Indeed, assume that
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f : X -* Sw is a continuous function such that, for infinitel a, fiejn)
= l(a,fi)ea4-(l —Xia,n))eßntL with 0^2(»,n)^l,
and /(0) = 0. Then for
every y < íi there is an ny such that for n> ny and every a < SI, ifiejn),ej)<
1/3.
There is an n0 and an uncountable set T <={a : a < £1}such that ny = n0 for every
y e T. Let y0 e T be such that T n {a: a < y0} is infinite. Then there is a y, e T
such that y, = J?nTOwith n > n0. Hence

Kyo,n) = ifiejn),eyo)<ll3
and

1-Afro,»)= (/(*,>),*,,)< 1/3,
and this is a contradiction.
Since every metric space which is not locally separable has a closed subset
homeomorphic to the space X of example (4), it follows that Theorem 2.2 (and
Corollary 2.3) hold for a metric space X if and only if X is locally separable.
There are examples [8], [9], [2] of compact Hausdorff spaces X for which
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 do not hold. These examples show that even the extension
theorem which corresponds to (i.e. is a special case of) Theorem 2.1 may fail to
hold. In the examples X may be taken to be even separable or a w-compact set in
aBanach space (but of course not both w-compact and separable). We refer to [2]

for details.
We conclude the paper with an example which shows that Theorem 2.6 may
fail to hold if K, is an arbitrary compact Hausdorff space. This solves a problem

raised by Michael [12].
(5) Let Hw be the separable Hubert space l2 with the w-topology, and let
ßiHw) be its Stone-Cech compactification. For every n e N let An be the subset
of ZZW
defined by

An=\y:y

= iy„y2,---,y„,n,0,--),

2 |y,|2^n2J.

Eachy4„ is compact (even norm compact) and hence it is a closed subset of ßiHw).

Let K be the subset of N* x ß'Hw) defined by
00

K=

\Ji{n}xAn)KJi{cx>}xßiHw)).
n= i

K is a closed subset of iV* x p\//w) and hence it is compact Hausdorff. Let i/j be
the map from K to N* defined by ipiy,y) —y, yeN*, yeß'Hw). Clearly \p is
continuous and onto. That \\i is open follows from
Lemma 3.1. Let V be an open subset of Hw. Then there is an n0 such that for

n>nQ,A„r\V=£0.
Proof. V contains a set of the form {y: |(y - z, uJ)\ < 1, j = !,••-, m} for
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somez and {"''}J=i in Hw. We assume, as we may, that the uJ' = iu{,u{, ■■■)are
linearly independent. Hence there exist integers k,<k2<
■■•<km such that the
mxm matrix M = (u{j), ¿ij^m is nonsingular. Let n>km and consider the
system of equations
m

2 a¡uJkt= -uJn + íuJ,z)¡n,
i =i

j = l,---,m.

Since M is nonsingular this system has a unique solution (ai(n),a2(n),---,am(n))

given by
a,in)
a2(n)

= M -i

[ -ul

+ iu\z)¡n

-u2

+ iu2,z)ln

-tC+

I <*«(")

ium,z)/n J

Since for every j, uJn->0 and iuJ,z)/n->0 as n-> oo there is an «0 such that,
for n > n0, T,¡Z,a¡(n) = 1. Hence for n > n0the vector
yn=(0,-,0)«a1(n),0,-,0,«a2(«),0,-)0,nara(«),0,-,0,n,0,0-)
(na¡(n) stands at the /c¡th place and n at the (n 4- l)th place) belongs to An. Also
m

(«■'.y") = E naf(n)u/. 4- nu;j = (uJ,z),
¡=i

for every 7, and hence y"e K This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.1 and hence
of the fact that i¡/is open.
We shall now prove that there does not exist a linear operator T from C(X)
to C(JV*) for which (2.2) holds. This assertion is easily seen to be equivalent to
the following :
(a) There does not exist a w*-convergent sequence of measures p,,p2,--- on K
suchthat p„ ^ 0, pn'{n} x Aj) = 1 and p„(/C ~ {«} x A„) = 0 for every n.

We shall show here that the following stronger assertion is valid.
(b) There does not exist a w*-convergent sequence of finite measures Pi,p2,"on p\//w) such that p„ÍAj) _ 1 and such that the support of p„ is contained in An
for every n.
That (b) =>(a) follows from the fact that if fe Ciß'H™)) then the function / is
an element of CÍN* x ß'H^j) where /(y,y) =/(y), yeN*, yeß'Hw).
For the proof of (b) we shall need the following, certainly essentially known,
lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let {p„}"=1 be a sequence of finite measures on [ — 1,1]. Assume
that for every bounded and continuous function g from R into itself

lim
n-»oo

L>

t)dp„it)
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exists. Then for every s > 0

lim |p„|({í: |í|>e})

= 0.

n-»oo

(|p

(B) denotes the total variation

of p on the set B.)

Proof. Assume there is a <5> 0 and a sequence n, <n2<n3-of integers
such that |p„k|({í: |i|>e})>o.
We may assume that snk+1>nk for every k.
Let 9kczCiR) satisfy |0t(i)|<:i
for every t, 6k't) # 0 => enk<\t\<nk,
and
S-,Okinkt)dpnkit) ><5/2. Let git) = ££°=,&kQk(t)with e* = ± 1 where the signs
sk are chosen inductively so that

(3.2)

| j^inkt)dp„kit) - j

«{«»-iOd^-.O) | > ¿/2.

This is possible since changing the sign ek does not change the value of
g(nk-,t)dpnk_t(t),

j:

while
i

1

g(nkt)dpnAt)

is changed by at least «5.But (3.2) contradicts our assumption and thus we have
proved the lemma.
We pass to the proof of statement (b). Suppose (b) were false. In view of the
definition of A„ there would be, for every n, a measure v„ on the set
Sn = {y:ye//w,y

= (yi,y2,-,y„,0,0,0,-),

¡y|ál}

with v„(S„) = 1, such that for every bounded / in C'W)

(3.3)

lim
n-*co

the following limit

/(nyi,ny2.--,ny„,n,0,0,-)dvn(y)
JS„

exists. Let u = (ul,u2,---,uk,0,0---)
be any point in Hw with only a finite number
of nonzero coordinates. We claim that for every e > 0

(3.4)

lim|vn|({y:yeSn,|(«,y)|>e})

= 0.

Indeed, let git) be any bounded function in C(/\). Then /(y) = g((u,yj)
bounded function in C(//w). Hence, by (3.3),

(3.5)

lim
n-»oo

is a

\ g In I, u¡y¡) dv„iy)
JS„

\

¡= 1

/

exists. Consider now the measures p„ on / = [ - || u ||,|| u ||] defined by p„ÍA)
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= vÁ{y- y 6 S„, (u,y)e A}) for every Borel subset A of /. By applying Lemma 3.2
to the measures p„ we see that (3.5) implies (3.4).

It follows from (3.4) that for every e > 0
(3.6)

lim ( i arctg(n(u,y) 4- ns)dvniy) - Jrv„(S„)/2 ) = 0,
n-»oo \ Js„

/

and

(3.7)

lim ( f arctg(n(u,y) - «e)dv„(y)+ rcv„(S,,)/2
) = 0.
n->oo \ Jsn

!

By (3.6), (3.7) and an easy inductive argument it follows that there is a sequence
n0<n,<
n2--- of integers such that if ü is the point in Hw defined by

f(-l)*/2*+1

ifi = fi44-l, fe = 0,l -,

(0

for all other i,

then
= 7t/4,

(3.8)

J

arctglnk'Lüiyi + nkünk+,\dvnkiy)

\ "

k even,

n¡4, k odd.

But (3.8) contradicts (3.2) for the function / defined by /(y) = arctg(u,y). This
concludes the proof of assertion (b) and thus of the nonexistence of an operator

T satisfying (2.2).
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